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PREDICTIONS FOR NEW, EXOTIC ACTINIDE SPECIES

Pekka PYYKKO

Department of Chemistry, University of Helsinki, P O Box 55 (A. I. Virtasen aukio 1),
FIN-00014 Helsinki, Finland

1 . T h e approach. New, simple chemical species can be predicted by studying isoelec-
tronic series using ab initio quantum chemistry. We currently use in most cases relativistic
pseudopotentials and handle the electron correlation using density functional theory (DFT) or
wave-function-based methods, from MP2 to CCSD(T). Typical codes are Gaussian 98, Tur-
-bomole-or-MolCas.-For-full four-component Dirac-Fock calculations, the DREAMS code of
K. G. Dyall has been utilized. For mapping out the possible new species, complete maps of
all possibilities are made, whenever possible, and the new species typically occur along the
coast-line of the 'island of stability' of already known species.
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Figure 1: A map of possible f° [AnO2Fn]
9 species. Experimentally known species framed.
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2. N e w 'u rany ls ' . An early success was the map of uranyl-like systems [1]. Following the
prediction, NUO+ was created in the gas phase [2a] and later in neon matrices [2b]. The
insertion product of U in a CO molecule has been made in rare-gas matrices [3]. It has so
low-lying excited electronic states that the particular rare-gas matrix can switch them [3]. The
insertion product CUN~ is so far unknown. NpO2+(<?) has a chance of existing [4].

3. K n o w n b u t uncharacter ized species. A method like thermochromatoraphy or
mass spectroscopy can prove the existence of a species, but provides no information on its
properties, which hence must be determined by theory. An example is the Np(VII) compound
NpOaF, which was found [4] to be planar and qu3s\-D4h. Similarly, the calculated structure
and vibrational spectra of NpO?" are new, although its existence is proven.

4. N e w species i n o ld ox ida t ion states: Althoughneptunyl(Vll) compounds areknown,
the apolar and possibly quite inert [\lpO2F3 is not.

Quite a different series of proposed compounds are those containing new 'nitrogens', such as
the aromatic 10-TT N7"" or 6-TT N^". Some proposed examples are the MN7; M=Sc,La,Th+ [5]
or the sandwich compounds (I\I5)M(N7); M—Ti-Hf.Th [6].

5. N e w ox ida t ion states: For actinides, Pu(VIII) is among the likely new candidates. Our
calculations [4] suggest the energetic preference

PuF8 (Oh) < PuO2F4 (Dik) < PuO4 (D4h)

for finding Pu(VIII) compounds. Experimentally, however, the first claims for seeing any were
on gaseous PuO4 [7].

6. N e w views on bond ing : Participation of the actinide 5 /0 orbital in the equatorial
bonding of uranyl compounds was suggested by Coulson [8] and actually refuted, for uranyl
trinitrates, in ref. [1]. In ref. [4] the idea was revived, but for different chemical systems,
UO2F3~ and NpO2Fs". Thus it may occur, after all (see the poster by M. Straka at 32JA).

An interesting symmetry breaking along the series An=Th,Pa,U,Np,Pu was found for the
dioxides OAnO9, tetroxides AnOf and octafluorides AnF|. The early An species have a lower
symmetry (no inversion) than the late ones, which do have inversion symmetry (Table 10 of
[4]). The break occurs between Th/Pa, U/Np and U/Np in the three cases, respectively.

7. Ox id i za t i on of the 6p shell? It is well known that in actinide compounds with short
An-L bond lengths the semicore 6p shell participates in the bonding. To our knowledge, the
formal oxidation of the 6p shell had not been discussed before [9] where we proposed as
ultimate case the octahedral uranium(XII) hexoxide, UO6.
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